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Abstract 
A unital algebra d over a commutative unital ring W is SLIP over W if every W-module 
endomorphism on d that leaves invariant every left ideal of d is left multiplication by an 
element of d. In this paper we provide characterizations of the SLIP property for classes of 
rings. 
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Suppose 2 is a commutative ring with identity and & is an algebra with identity 
over 9’. We say that an W-endomorphism cp on z! is LIP (left-ideal-preserving) if 
q(M) c M for every left ideal M of d. One example of a LIP map cp is left 
multiplication by an element of &, i.e., q(x) = cp(l)x for every x in d. Note that a LIP 
map cp is locally a left multiplication in the sense that, for every x in d there is an a, in 
G? such that q(x) = a,x. The algebra &’ is SLIP over W provided every LIP B’- 
endomorphism is a left multiplication. 
In the case that 2 is a field, to say that ZZ? is SLIP over 9 is the same as saying that 
the algebra of left multiplications by elements in ~2 is algebraically reflexive [7]. 
Reflexivity is an important part of Hilbert space operator theory, and variants have 
been studied in ring theory [4-6,8,9, 14-161. Analogous problems for derivations 
have been studied by Kadison [12] and Crist [l]. 
In [7] the first author proved that if B? is a field and zzd is a subdirect product of 
copies of 8, then d is SLIP over B?. This result was used in [lo] to give an elementary, 
nearly completely algebraic, proof of a deep theorem in analysis of Douglas and Foiaq 
[3]: If S and T are (continuous linear) operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space, T is not algebraic, and S leaves invariant every T-invariant operator 
range, there is an entire function f(z) such that S =f(T). (Actually, [lo] contains 
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a much more general result that holds on arbitrary Banach spaces, where f is chosen 
from certain specified spaces of analytic functions and where S is not assumed to be 
continuous.) 
In [l l] results on SLIP algebras were proved and applied to certain operator 
algebras, including von Neumann algebras and nest algebras. 
It is the purpose of this note to begin a systematic study of SLIP algebras in 
a ring-theoretic setting. As a consequence, we extend the results in [ll, 71, and give 
a simpler proof that the set of all operators on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is 
SLIP over the ring H of integers. We also apply our results to certain C*-algebras, and 
we answer a question in [ 1 l] by showing that any continuous linear map on a unital 
C*-algebra that leaves invariant every closed left (right) ideal must be left (right) 
multiplication by one of its elements. As a consequence, we show (Corollary 22) that if 
d is a unital C*-algebra and if a E d satisfies xa E [dx]- for every x in d, then x is 
in the center of d (see also Proposition 1). 
Suppose 3?, is a subring of $9 with 1 E 93,. It is evident that if d is SLIP over 
a,, then & is SLIP over 39. The two extreme cases are d being SLIP over Z 
and &’ being SLIP over the center Z?(d) of &. If & is SLIP over Z, then d is 
SLIP over any commutative ring 98 such that & is an g-algebra. On the other 
hand, if there exists a commutative ring $3 over which d is SLIP, then d is SLIP 
over S(d). 
The following application of these ideas show how a study of SLIP algebras yields 
interesting commutativity results. 
Proposition 1. Suppose d is a ring with identity and d is SLIP over some commutative 
ring. Then 
(1) An element a of & is in a(&‘) if and only if right multiplication by a is a LIP map, 
i.e., if, for every x in & there is an element b, in d such that xa = b,x. 
(2) d is commutative if and only iJ for every a, x in ~2, there is an element c(a, x) in 
d such that xa = c(a, x)x. 
An often-used fact is that to prove that ~4 is SLIP over 9, we need only show that if 
cp is a LIP W-endomorphism on d and ~(1) = 0, then Ed = 0 (consider the map 
a I--+ V(S) - cp(l)a). 
As a starting point we summarize the results in [ 1 l] that show that d is SLIP over 
93 whenever & possesses ufficiently many idempotents. 
Proposition 2 [ 111. Suppose cp is an 9-endomorphism on LQI such that q(&e) c de for 
every idempotent e in &, and let 8 be the linear span over 6% of the idempotents in JZZ. 
Then 
(1) q(x) = rp(l)x for every x in 6. 
(2) Zf & has a left ideal y contained in & such that the left annihilator in d off is 
zero, then q(x) = cp(l)xfor every x in ~4. 
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In [ 111 it was shown that the algebra &,(W) of n x n matrices over W is SLIP over 
W whenever n > 1. The proof used the elementary fact that A,(9) is the linear span 
over 9 of its idempotents. Using a result [ll, Lemma 21 that, for any ring ~4, every 
matrix in A,(d) with trace 0 is a difference of sums of idempotents, we prove that 
.&n(cd) is actually SLIP over Z for any ring &. 
Theorem 3. If d is any ring with 1 and n > 1 is a positive integer, then A’,,(&‘) is SLIP 
over 77. In fact, if cp: A,,(d) + _+4?,,(d) is an additive map such that q(A’,(~)e) c 
A’,(&)efor every idempotent e in A’,(&), then q(T) = cp(Z)Tfor every T in A’,,(&). 
Proof. Suppose cp is an additive map on A’,,(&) such that cp(&J&)e) c A,(d)e for 
every idempotent e in ~4’&2). We can assume that q(Z) = 0. We need to prove that 
cp = 0. It follows from part (1) of Proposition 2 and the remarks preceding this 
theorem that q(A) = 0 whenever tr(A) = 0. Let {eij: 1 I i,j I n} be the standard 
matrix units. Since cp is additive and .A%‘~(&) is the sum of the sets &eij, it suffices to 
show that &eij c ker cp for 1 I i, j < n. If i #j, the desired conclusion follows from 
the fact that tr(aeij) = 0 for every a in JX!. Hence, we need to show that if a E d and 
1 I i < n, then q(aeii) = 0. Since n > 1, we can choose j SO that 1 I j I n and j # i. 
Since tr(aeii - aejj) = 0, it follows that q(aeii - aejj) = 0; whence q(aeii) = q(aejj). 
However, the assumption on cp implies that there are elements CL and Cj in A”,(&) 
such that Cieii = q(aeii) = q(aejj) = Cjejj. Multiplying on the right by eii yields 
q(aeii) = 0. Hence, q = 0, and it follows that A’,(&) is SLIP over Z. 0 
The preceding result gives a simple proof of a generalization of [ll, Corollary 8-J. 
Corollary 4. Zf a topological vector space X is isomorphic to a direct sum of n copies 
(n > 1) of a space Y, and &I(X) is the set of all continuous linear transformations from 
X to X, then B(X) is SLIP over Z. 
Proof. B(X) is isomorphic to A,@?(Y)). 0 
The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 5. Zf d is a jinite direct sum of B-algebras dI,d2, . . . ,&,,, then xI is SLIP 
over .9 if and only if each &k is SLIP over 9, 1 5 k I n. 
The next result shows that SLIP algebras are closed under subdirect products. This 
generalizes [7, Theorem 61. 
Theorem 6. Suppose (2i: i E I} is a collection of two-sided ideals in d such that 
(1) d/~i is SLIP over 3 for every i in I, and 
(2) f? Yi = {O), 
then d is SLIP over 9% 
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Proof. Suppose cp is a LIP map on &. Then, for each i in I, 40 induces a LIP map, cpi 
on &/fi. Thus, for each i in I, pi is left multiplication by cpj( 1). This implies, for each 
a in -01, and each i in I, that cp(a) - q(l)a E yi. It follows from (2) that q(a) = cp(l)a for 
every a in &. Hence, & is SLIP over 8. 0 
Corollary 7. A subdirect product of SLIP algebras over R is SLIP over 9’. 
The following corollary generalizes Theorem 6 in [7]. Note that the hypothesis 
implies that d is commutative, since it is equivalent to d being isomorphic to 
a subdirect product of copies of 9. 
Corollary 8. Suppose fl{ker T( In E HomW(d, W), n(l) = l} = (0). Then d is SLIP 
over 9. 
The following, which is a special case of the preceding corollary, shows that 
function algebras are SLIP over the field of complex numbers. 
Corollary 9. If d is a unital semisimple commutative complex Banach algebra, then 
E? is SLIP over C. 
Corollary 10. If L?J is a complex C*-algebra whose irreducible representations all have 
finite dimension, and if & is a norm dense subalgebra of B, then & is SLIP over C. If 
9 has no 1-dimesional irreducible representations, then d is SLIP over Z. 
Proof. Suppose rc is an irreducible representation of 8. Then ran E is the algebra of 
complex n x n matrices over @ for some n > 1. Since rc(&‘) is a dense linear subspace 
of $2) and rr(&‘) is closed (since dim rc(&) < co), we have n(d) = n(B). It fol- 
lows from Theorem 3 that n(d) is SLIP over Z. Since the intersection of the kernels 
of the irreducible representations i  {0}, it follows from Theorem 6 that d is SLIP 
over Z. [3 
Remark. Note that in order for & in the preceding corollary to be SLIP over @ 
it is enough that the intersection of the kernels of the finite-dimensional repre- 
sentations of B be {O}. For example, let B be the C*-algebra generated by 1 and 
a direct sum J of the n x n matrices J, (2 5 n < co), where J, is the n x n Jordan 
nilpotent matrix, then the representations rc, on $? that send J to J, are irreducible and 
the intersection of the kernels of the rr,‘s is (0). However, there is an infinite- 
dimensional irreducible representation  on g that sends J to the unilateral shift 
operator. 
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Similarly, in order that z&’ be SLIP over Z it is sufficient that the intersection of 
the kernels of the finite-dimensional irreducible representations on 99 with dimen- 
sion greater than 1 be (0). In the example where !A? is the unital C*-algebra generated 
by J, there are a number of l-dimensional irreducible representations, but, since 
the intersections of the kernels of the rcn,‘s are (01, any dense subalgebra of a is SLIP 
over Z. 
The analogue of Lemma 5 for direct products is easily proved using Theorem 6. 
Proposition 11. Zj(di: i E I} is a family of 9-algebras, then the direct product ~iel ,~i 
is SLIP over W if and only if each di is SLIP over 5% 
It was shown in [7] that if 9 is a field, then &?[x] is SLIP over W if and only if 9 is 
infinite. We can determine when .%[x] is SLIP and when W is an integral domain. 
Theorem 12. Suppose 8 is an integral domain. The following are equivalent: 
(1) 9 is infinite. 
(2) WCS] is SLIP over 9 for every nonempty set S. 
(3) There is a nonempty set S such that &![S] is SLIP over %‘. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): Suppose A! is infinite. Then, via point evaluations, we see that the 
hypothesis of Corollary 8 is satisfied with ~4 = %[S], which implies &?[S] is SLIP 
over .%. 
(2) =z. (3): This is obvious. 
(3) * (1): Suppose W is finite. Then 99 is a finite field and if n is the cardinality of 9, 
q(p) = p” defines a LIP endomorphism on 3 [S] that is not a multiplication. 0 
The commutativity of polynomial rings plays a central role in the preced- 
ing theorem. If we consider free algebras over W, we find a different result. 
If 9 is a commutative ring, then F%!(S) denotes the free algebra over 9 with 
variables in S. 
Theorem 13. If S contains more than one element, then B(S) is SLIP over 9. 
Proof. Let d = 9(S), and let x, y be distinct elements in S and w E d. Then 
.d.\- + .&‘y is a direct sum, since &x A &y = (0). Suppose cp is a LIP map on G?. Then 
there are a, b in d such that q(x) = ax and cp(wy) = bwy. Then there is a c in d such 
that cp(x + wy) = c(x + WY). But cp(x + wy) = q(x) + cp(wy) = ax + bwy. Thus a = c, 
and we have cp(wy) = awy for every w in d. Since x and y were arbitrary elements of S, 
we obtain q(z) = az for every z in d with zero constant erm. By replacing q by cp - a, 
we can assume that a = 0. If we choose n to be larger than the y-degree of q(l), we see 
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from q(1) = cp(1 + y”) = d( 1 + y”) that d = 0, which implies q(l) = 0. Hence cp = 0, 
which completes the proof. 0 
We let d(d) denote the Jacobson radical of &. 
Lemma 14. Suppose 3 is aheld and &‘/d(d) is a division ring. Then & is SLIP over 
R if and only if .d = .&‘. 
Proof. Suppose .d is SLIP over 8. We can write d as an s-linear direct sum 
d = 9 + f(d) such that 1 E 9. Since .d/2((d) is a division ring, it follows that 
every element of & that is not in f(d) is invertible. Hence, every proper left ideal of 
d is contained in f(‘ti). Define an B-linear map cp on d so that q(1) = 1 and 
cp 1,$(d) = 0. It follows that cp is a LIP map. Since & is SLIP over &Y!, 
q(a) = cp(l)a = a for every a in &‘. Hence, f(d) = 0 and & is a division ring. Since 
d has no nontrivial ideals, every element of End ,,(Se) is a LIP map. Thus, & = 9; 
otherwise there is a q in End ,#(-d) such that q(l) = 1 and ker cp # 0. q 
Corollary 15. If 9 is ajeld and d is u commutative local algebra, then & is SLIP over 
9 ifand only if.99 = &‘. In particular, the ring J? [xl off ormal power series over 9 is not 
SLIP over W. 
A commutative Artinian ring is a direct sum of rings G? such that d/&(d) is a field. 
Corollary 16. Suppose 2 is a field and d is commutative and Artinian. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) ,& is SLIP over 3. 
(2) .& is the linear span over W of the idempotents in d. 
(3) ~2 is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies of 9’. 
Proof. Clearly, (2) 0 (3) * (1). 
(1) * (3): Since d is Artinian, .&/y(d) is a finite direct sum of matrix rings over 
division rings, and y(d) is nilpotent. Since ,& is commutative, &/y(d) is a finite 
direct sum of fields. Since f(d) is nilpotent, idempotents in &/f(d) lift to idem- 
potents in d. Thus, ,& is a finite direct sum of rings -pizi such that &i/‘f(&i) is a field. 
Since d is SLIP, each &i is SLIP: thus di = 9? for each i. Hence (3) holds. 0 
A special case of the preceding corollary is the following. 
Corollary 17. Supposed is afield and p E 9?[.x] and deg(p) 2 1. Then .%?I( p) is SLIP 
over 9 if and only if p splits over &? and all of the roots of p have multiplicity 1. 
We next consider group rings. We begin with a positive result. 
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Theorem 18. Suppose W is an integral domain containing Q and that, for every positive 
integer n, 92 contains n distinct nth roots of unity. Suppose G is a group that is a subdirect 
product of torsion groups. Then the group ring 9[G] is SLIP over 92. 
Proof. First suppose G is a torsion group and g E G. For n = )gl, g’ = 1. Let p(x) be 
the minimal polynomial of g. Since the polynomial x” - 1 splits over B and has no 
repeated roots, and p 1 (x” - l), it follows that p splits over 9 and has no repeated 
roots. Hence B[g], which is isomorphic to 9[x]/( p), is the W-linear span of its 
idempotents. Thus, the g-linear span of the idempotents in 9[G] contains G, and 
thus contains 9I?[G]. 
Next suppose G is a subdirect product of torsion groups. Let 9 be a set of 
homomorphisms from G into torsion groups such that n {ker rc: n E 9) = {e}. Each 
7t in 9 induces a surjective ring homomorphism 72: &?[G] -+ B?[rr(G)]. Since the direct 
sum of the 7~‘s i  l-l, so is the direct sum of the 2s. Thus, fl {ker iz: rc E 9’) = 
(0). Furthermore, since each n(G) is torsion, it follows from the first part of the proof 
that each W [G]/ker 72 is SLIP over 99. It follows from Theorem 6 that 9 [G] is SLIP 
over 9. 0 
Remark. Since every abelian group and every free group is a subdirect product of 
torsion groups, the preceding result has a great deal of applicability. 
Another positive result on group rings follows from Corollary 8. Note that since the 
rotation group SO(3) is a simple group that is not torsion [13], SO(3) is not 
a subdirect product of torsion groups; however, it is a compact topological group. 
Since SO(3) is simple and not abelian, there are no nontrivial characters on SO(3). The 
following result implies that the group algebra C[SO(3)] is SLIP over Z. 
Proposition 19. Zf G is a compact HausdorfStopological group, then C [G] is SLIP over 
@. If G has no nontrivial characters, then C[G] is SLIP over Z. 
Proof. Note that C[G] is a dense subalgebra of the group C*-algebra C*(G). It 
follows from the compactness of G (see [2]) that there is a family (7~~: i E I} of 
irreducible finite-dimensional representations of C*(G) such that n (ker n(i): 
i E I} = (0). Hence, by Corollary 8, @[G] must be SLIP over C. If G has no nontrivial 
characters, C*(G) has no nontrivial l-dimensional representations; whence @[Cl 
must be SLIP over Z. 0 
The question of which C*-algebras are SLIP over @ was raised in [ll]. It seems 
likely that every unital complex C*-algebra is SLIP over @. We conclude with two 
results in this direction. Note that a C*-algebra is GCR (or type I) if, for every 
irreducible representation rc of zz’ on a Hilbert space H, ran 7~ contains all of the 
compact operators on H. 
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Theorem 20. Every unital complex GCR C*-algebra & is SLIP over a=. 
Proof. For each irreducible representation rc of ~2, the set of finite-rank operators 
is a two-sided ideal of rc(zzZ) contained in the linear span of the idempotents in A! 
and with zero annihilator. Hence, by part (2) of Proposition 2, x(d) is SLIP over @. 
Since, by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal theorem [2], the intersection of the kernels of 
the irreducible representations of d is {0}, it follows from Theorem 6 that d is SLIP 
over C. 0 
The following result answers a question in [ 111. 
Theorem 21. Suppose 32 is the complex field and d is a unital C*-algebra over 9. 
Suppose q: d + d is a linear continuous map that leaves invariant every closed left 
ideal in d. Then q(x) = cp(l)xfor every x in &. 
Proof. We know that the second adjoint operator (p## of cp defines a weak*-continu- 
ous linear mapping on the second dual daz## of&. SupposeaEdandO<a<l. 
Since zzZ## is a von Neumann algebra, we know that the spectral projections of a are 
in d#? Ifs and t are real numbers and s < t, we can choose an increasing sequence 
{h,) of nonnegative continuous functions on R that converges pointwise to the 
characteristic function of the interval (s, t). Thus, h,,(a) converges weak* to the spectral 
projection E((s, t)). It follows that cp##(E((s, t))) is the weak*-limit of q(h,(a)). How- 
ever, since cp leaves invariant every closed left ideal, we have for each n, cp(h,(a)) is in 
the closure of &h,(a); whence, q(h,(a)) = q(h,(a))E((s, t)). Thus, q#*(E((s, t))) = 
cp##(E((s, t)))E((s, t)). It follows that v##(E(I)) = q##(E(I))E(I) for every interval 
I in R. 
We can use the argument in [ll] to show that q##(E(Z)) = cp##(l)E(Z) = cp(l)E 
(I) for every interval I. Since the set {b E J&‘##: q##(b) = cp(l)b} is a normed 
closed linear subspace of &##, it follows that q(a) = q”#(a) = cp(l)a. Since the 
span of the a’s in A$ with 0 I a < 1 is all of &‘, we conclude that q(x) = cp(l)x for 
every x in zz2. 0 
Corollary 22. Suppose d is a unital C*-algebra and a E d. If; for every x in d, 
xa E [_&xl -, then a is in center of d. 
Proof. Define q : d -+ d by q(x) = xa. 0 
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